Configuration Optimisation
as a Service (COaaS)
Ensure your SQL Server
platforms are highly optimised,
performant and secure

Overcome challenges with your data
estate and make your SQL Server
platforms work harder for your with
our Configuration Optimisation as a
Service (COaaS) Health Check

Unlimited Instances

Ensure Optimal Configuration

Why Coeo?

You can opt to include an unlimited number of SQL
Server instances - on a monthly, quarterly or annual
basis - for a fixed fee. This allows you to ensure that
best-practice configuration is continuously reviewed and
implemented across your entire estate.

The service runs regularly scheduled best-practice
healthchecks on SQL Server platforms; analysing
environments to ensure optimal configuration,
maintenance, performance and security settings
are applied.

Coeo partners with businesses to improve their
decision-making and resilience through the effective use
of data. Together we work to predict your company’s
future, so that you can make better decisions today.

Following the Health Check, our team will be on hand
to discuss our findings and make recommendations for
your data estate.

Our Microsoft analytics and data platform specialists have
vast experience of working with clients across their entire
data journey – from modernisation and migration to
artificial intelligence and beyond.

My Coeo Portal
You will be able to view the results of COaaS Health
Checks in the My Coeo Portal, which displays any
changes needed in terms of urgency, importance
and service impact. Recommendations will also be
discussed with our experts, allowing you to drill down
into the details with our team.

Coeo became the first Microsoft Partner globally to
be awarded with the prestigious Analytics on Azure
Advanced Specialization. We also hold the Windows
Server and SQL Server Migration to Azure Advanced
Specialization and Microsoft Gold Partner status, so you
can rest assured that your data estate will be in a safe pair
of hands.

Next steps
If you are interested in Coeo’s COaaS
Health Check Service, contact the team at
info@coeo.com.

www.coeo.com

